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Abstract

High frequency of agricultural fires is observed every year during the summer months
over SW Russia and Eastern Europe. This study investigates the initial injection height
of aerosol generated by the fires over these regions during the biomass burning sea-
son, which determines the potential for long-range transport of the smoke. This in-5

formation is critical for aerosol transport modeling, as it determines the smoke plume
evolution. The study focuses on the period 2006–2008, and is based on observations
made by the CALIOP instrument on board the NASA CALIPSO satellite. MODIS data
are synergistically used for the detection of the fires and the characterization of their
intensity. CALIPSO aerosol vertical distributions generated by the active fires are ana-10

lyzed to investigate the aerosol top height which is considered dependent on the heat
generated by the fires and can be associated with the initial injection height. Aerosol
top heights of the vertically homogenous smoke layers are found to range between 1.6
and 5.9 km. Smoke injection heights from CALIPSO are compared with mixing layer
heights taken by the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF),15

to investigate the direct injection of smoke particles to the free troposphere. Our results
indicate that the aerosol plumes are observed within the boundary layer for the 50%
of the cases examined. For the rest of the cases, the strong updrafts generated by
the fires resulted to smoke injection heights greater than the ECMWF estimated mix-
ing layer by 0.5 to 3.0 km, indicating a direct smoke injection into the free troposphere.20

The smoke injection height showed a dependence on the MODIS-Land Fire Radiative
Power product which is indicative of the fire intensity.

1 Introduction

Giglio et al. (2003), investigating the spatial and temporal occurrence of fires in crop-
lands, based on the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) ac-25

tive fire product, showed that the Russian Federation was the largest contributor to
agricultural burning globally during the period 2001 to 2003, producing 31–36% of all
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agricultural fires. This globally highest concentration of agricultural fires, found to be
extended across Russia in the latitudinal belt between 45◦ N–55◦ N during spring (April–
May), as well as in Eastern Europe (Baltic countries, western Russia, Belarus, and the
Ukraine) during late summer (end of July and August). Forest fires in this area are a
major source of pollution in the Northern Hemisphere and especially Europe (Korontzi5

et al., 2006). Moreover, areas downwind of those fires (e.g. Eastern Mediterranean)
are characterized by enhanced particulate loadings in the column but also at surface,
especially during summer when meteorology favors the transport from northerly di-
rections (e.g. Balis et al., 2003; Gerasopoulos et al., 2003, 2006; Amiridis et al., 2005;
Fotiadi et al., 2006; Amiridis et al., 2009; Kazadzis et al., 2009), thus the need to model10

smoke transport and estimate its contribution to air quality degradation is important.
Smoke injection heights are key inputs for aerosol transport modeling, as they are

critical for determining the distance and direction of the travelling smoke (e.g., Colarco
et al., 2004; Freitas et al., 2007). Biomass burning emits hot gases and particles,
which are transported upward due to positive buoyancy. The interaction between the15

smoke and the environment produces eddies that entrain colder environmental air into
the smoke plume, which dilutes the plume and reduces buoyancy. The final plume
height is mostly controlled by the thermodynamic stability of the ambient atmosphere
and the fire intensity. After this initial injection phase, the smoke enters the general
atmospheric circulation. The fraction that is within the planetary boundary layer (PBL)20

height is well mixed by turbulent eddies and the particles experience more efficient
removal processes than in the free troposphere (scavenging and wet-removal). On the
other hand, the fraction of smoke that reaches the free troposphere is advected away
faster from the source region while the residence time of the particles at these heights
is increased. The described mechanism has a strong impact on pollutant dispersion,25

and as a consequence, the information of the initial injection height, and whether it
appears inside the PBL or above, is a major parameter for a proper understanding
and modeling of the atmospheric chemistry and transport of smoke (e.g. Freitas et al.,
2007).
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Recently, space-based observations of aerosols have been used for the estimation
of smoke injection heights (Labonne et al., 2007; Kahn et al., 2007; Martin et al.,
2009; Mims et al., 2010). Attenuated backscatter profiles derived by the Cloud-Aerosol
Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) on board the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and
Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite (Winker et al., 2004,5

2006, 2007) can be used to study the vertical structure of smoke aerosols and to
define the smoke layer geometrical properties (e.g. Labonne et al., 2007; Dirksen et
al., 2009). This type of information can be directly retrieved by the CALIPSO aerosol
layer product which provides a description of the aerosol layers, including their top
heights and bottoms. The injection heights of smoke plumes can be also analyzed10

using stereo-derived plume heights from the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer
(MISR; Diner et al., 1998), that flies aboard the NASA Earth Observing System’s Terra
satellite (Kahn et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2009; Mims et al., 2010). The spatial coverage
of MISR’s multi-angle imaging is vastly greater than that of the CALIPSO lidar, however,
CALIPSO lidar is sensitive to the vertical distribution of dispersed aerosol away from15

sources, where MISR is not (Kahn et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2009; Mims et al., 2010).
In this paper we investigate the initial injection height of aerosol plumes generated by

fires over SW Russia and Eastern Europe during the biomass burning season (July and
August) for 2006, 2007 and 2008. To characterize typical injection heights of smoke
from these regions we used the aerosol attenuated backscatter profile as this is derived20

with high vertical precision from CALIPSO space-borne lidar. CALIPSO lidar show a
lot of advantages for smoke injection height studies. Our approach on the extraction
of injection heights from CALIPSO, is based on detailed analysis of individual Level 1
raw lidar profiles, rather than using the automatically retrieved Level 2, Version 2.01
product or the newly released version 3.01 (which still remains Provisional). However,25

the performance of the two CALIPSO versions of the Level 2 data is compared with
our manual retrievals. Moreover in this study, for the first time, MODIS and CALIPSO
synergy is deployed to assess the fire intensity effect on smoke injection height. Added
value is also gained from the fact that both approaches are applied to a very significant
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area by means of biomass burning frequency and intensity, downwind of which severe
air quality degradation is already encountered (e.g. Lelieveld et al., 2002). Finally, we
attempted to assess the contribution of fires to the injection of smoke above the PBL
by calculating the distribution of differences between aerosol injection height derived
from CALIPSO, and PBL height obtained from the European Centre for Medium-range5

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).

2 Data and methodology

2.1 MODIS active fire

For the identification of the areas that are affected by biomass burning over Western
Russia and Eastern Europe during the biomass burning season, the MODIS active fire10

product (Giglio et al., 2003) has been used. The MODIS sensor is a multi-spectral
sensor with 36 spectral bands, ranging in wavelength from 0.4 to 14.2 µm, and fires
are detected at 1 km spatial resolution (at nadir) using radiance measurements in the
4 µm and 11 µm channels. Measurements at several spectral bands are utilized for
masking clouds, extremely bright surfaces, glint, and other potential sources of false15

alarms (Giglio et al., 2003). In the operational MODIS algorithm, only the 4 µm chan-
nel measurements are used to calculate the Fire Radiative Power (FRP), based on
the measured brightness temperatures of the fire pixel and its neighboring surface
background. There are two 4 µm channels on each MODIS sensor, one of which is
a “low-gain” channel that can record pixel-integrated brightness temperatures of up20

to ∼500 K, thereby allowing unsaturated measurements to be made over even very
large/most intensely burning wildfires. MODIS is a twin sensor flying on two NASA
Earth Observing System (EOS) satellites: Terra (launched 19 December 1999) and
Aqua (launched 4 May 2002). They are both polar orbiting, with Terra crossing the
equator at approximately 10:30 a.m. and 10:30 p.m. local time, and Aqua at approxi-25

mately 1:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. local time. Each MODIS sensor achieves near-global
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coverage once per day and once per night every 24 h, with higher latitude locations
observed slightly more frequently because of increasingly large overlaps from succes-
sive satellite passes. Therefore, most fires detectable at a 1 km spatial resolution have
the potential to have their FRP measured four times a day, except when covered by
thick meteorological cloud. MODIS algorithms (including the fire algorithm) are up-5

dated periodically, leading to different versions, which are used to generate a series of
Collections of the data products. The latest “Collection 5” fire data were used in this
study.

2.2 CALIPSO

The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) mis-10

sion is a collaborative effort between the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC),
the Centre National D’Etudes Spatiales (CNES), Hampton University (HU), the Insti-
tut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL), and Ball Aerospace and Technologies Corporation
(BATC) to study global radiative effects of aerosols and clouds on climate. CALIPSO
is an Earth Science observation mission that launched on 28 April 2006 and flies in15

nominal orbital altitude of 705 km and an inclination of 98 degrees as part of a constel-
lation of Earth-observing satellites including Aqua, PARASOL, and Aura–collectively
known as the “A-train”. The CALIPSO mission provides crucial lidar and passive sen-
sors to obtain unique data on aerosol and cloud vertical structure and optical properties
(Winker et al., 2007).20

CALIPSO’s lidar, the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP), is
an elastically backscattered lidar operating at 532 and 1064 nm, equipped with a depo-
larization channel at 532 nm that provides high-resolution vertical profiles of aerosols
and clouds. The lasers operate at 20.16 Hz and are Q-switched to provide a pulse
length of about 20 ns. Each laser generates nominally 220 mJ per pulse at 1064 nm,25

which is frequency-doubled to produce about 110 mJ of pulse energy at each of the
two wavelengths. Beam expanders reduce the angular divergence of the transmitted
laser beam to produce a beam diameter of 70 m at the Earth’s surface (corresponding
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to a nominal laser beam divergence of 100 µrad) (Winker et al., 2004, 2006, 2007).
CALIPSO produces Level 1 and Level 2 scientific data products. The Level 1

data include: lidar calibrated and geolocated profiles with associated browse im-
agery with horizontal resolutions of 1/3 km, 1 km and 5 km, an aerosol layer product at
5 km resolution (height, thickness, optical depth, and integrated attenuated backscat-5

ter), and an aerosol profile product with a horizontal resolution of 40 km and verti-
cal resolution of 120 m (backscatter, extinction, and depolarization ratio). CALIPSO
Level-2 aerosol layer product provides a description of the aerosol layers, including
their top heights and bottoms, identified by the use of automated algorithms from
the Level-1 data. Detailed description of the abovementioned algorithms is given in10

Vaugan et al., 2004 and Winker et al., 2009. However, Level 2, version 2.01 re-
lease of this product “contains a number of errors and/or inconsistencies” (see respec-
tive CALIPSO data quality statement, http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/PRODOCS/calipso/
Quality Summaries/CALIOP L2ProfileProducts 2.01.html). The newly released ver-
sion 3.01 of the Level 2 CALIPSO product features a comprehensive restructuring15

and expansion of the Lidar Level 2 cloud and aerosol profile products, significant
enhancements to the Lidar Level 2 cloud and aerosol profile products and the im-
plementation of an improved calibration technique for the Lidar Level 1 532 nm day-
time calibration (http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/PRODOCS/calipso/Quality Summaries/).
Even though all studies to date indicate acceptable performance of this product, the20

status of derived products from this second class of algorithms remains Provisional.
All obvious artifacts have been identified and corrected in these data, but only limited
comparisons with independent data sets are currently available.

2.3 ECMWF mixing layer height

Mixing layer height analyses were retrieved from the ECMWF model that provides a25

diagnostic of the boundary layer height with a 12-hourly and 0.25◦ ×0.25◦ latitude-
longitude resolution. The height of the model topography is added to the grid-point
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values in order to make them comparable to the satellite data that provide heights
above sea-level. The boundary layer height at a specific location is calculated through
bilinear interpolation, using the weighted values of the four surrounding grid-points. As
expected, the 12-hourly fields show a strong diurnal cycle with low values at night.

The parameterization of the mixed layer (and entrainment) in the deterministic at-5

mospheric model of ECMWF uses a boundary layer height from an entraining parcel
model (ECMWF, 2009b). The bulk Richardson method (Troen and Mahrt, 1986) is
used as a diagnostic, independent of the turbulence parameterization, in order to get a
continuous field also in neutral and stable conditions. The boundary layer height is the
level where the bulk Richardson number, based on the properties of that level and the10

lowest model level, reaches the critical value of 0.25. If it is found to be between two
model levels, the exact height is calculated through linear interpolation. It is noted that
during the period of interest (2006–2008) the ECMWF model used 91 vertical levels
up to 0.01 hPa, with a high vertical resolution in the boundary layer (approximately 14
hybrid levels in the lowest 150 hPa).15

The boundary layer height analyses of the operational early-delivery assimilation
system of ECMWF are utilized in this study. This system consists of two 6 h 4D-
Var analysis cycles, at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC. The 00:00 UTC (12:00 UTC) cycle uses
observations from the time window 21:01–03:00 UTC (09:01–15:00 UTC) and a first
guess forecast from the 12:00 UTC (00:00 UTC) delayed-cut-off 12 h 4D-Var analysis20

of the previous (same) day (Haseler, 2004). The deterministic and ensemble predic-
tion forecasts of ECMWF are initialized from the analyses of the early-delivery system
(Persson and Grazzini, 2005). Haseler (2004) showed that the quality of the two first
guesses is sufficiently high to allow the functioning of the abovementioned operational
assimilation system without compromising the quality of the model forecasts.25

A very large amount of observations from various sources is introduced in the data
assimilation system. Typically, before the quality control there is a total of 75 million
pieces of data available worldwide, around 98% from satellites, in a 12 h period (Pers-
son and Grazzini, 2005). These data are divided into surface observations, upper-air
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observations from radiosondes and aircrafts, and satellite observations (mainly radi-
ances) (ECMWF 2009a).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Description of fires and prevailing meteorological conditions

For the detection of fires for the fire season periods (July and August) between 20065

and 2008, the MODIS fire product over a grid extended to the longitudinal belt between
25◦ to 45◦ E, and the latitudinal belt between 40◦ to 60◦ N has been used. Amiridis et
al. (2009), used a global land cover classification with a resolution of 300 m to show that
the detected fires in the area of the abovementioned grid are mainly associated with
agricultural burning activities. The locations of the active fires identified from MODIS10

observations are presented in Fig. 1 (crosses). For the same period, the CALIPSO
overpasses are superimposed. From the analysis of the FRP product of MODIS for
the fires presented in Fig. 1, the overall minimum and maximum values of the FRP
per pixel (1×1 km) detected by the sensor for the period under study (2006–2008),
ranged between 11.36 to 438.71 MW with a mean value of 50.23±57 MW. FRP values15

reported here refer to fires with MODIS fire detection confidence greater than 80%.
The detection confidence, which varies between 0 and 100%, is a heuristic measure of
the radiometric contrast between a fire pixel and its immediate non-fire neighborhood,
with extra penalties imposed near potential false alarm sources such as cloud edges
and coastline (Giglio et al., 2003). Following the same criteria, Ichoku et al. (2008),20

based on a 1 km resolution data of FRP acquired globally by the MODIS sensor from
2000 to 2006, showed that instantaneous FRP values ranged between 0.02 MW and
1866 MW, with Indochina and the African regions portray the highest peaks. Following
the categorization of fire strength of Ichoku et al. (2008), the fires presented here fall
within category 1 and 2. According to the same study, only less than 1% of the total25

fires globally fall into each of categories 3 to 5.
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The fires presented in this paper are of agricultural nature, and thus common prac-
tices are followed by the farmers including the fact that no fires are lit in times of strong
or gusty winds. These measures are applied to control the lighting of the fires, as
the fire danger is high during the summer fire season and may result to uncontrolled
situations, especially during unsettled weather conditions. This is evident for the fires5

detected in the study area (Fig. 1) if we consider the respective ECMWF wind speed
data (Fig. 2). The average wind speed at 850 hPa is found equal to 7.0±3.5 m/sec,
varying from 0.3 to 23 m/sec, with the 86% of the values below 10 m/sec. These data
indicate weak to moderate horizontal winds resulting in relatively slow advection of
smoke plumes for the fires examined here, and this is rational since agricultural fires10

set by farmers are chosen during low wind speed to maintain control of the fire. From
the analysis of the CALIPSO aerosol vertical profiles examined in this study, no signif-
icant vertical variability is observed (see for example Fig. 3), indicating strong convec-
tion over the fire pixel and homogeneous smoke concentrations with height. Thus, in
our case it may be assumed that horizontal advection poses no or slight impact to the15

height that smoke is injected in to the atmosphere.

3.2 CALIPSO retrieval of smoke injection height

Due to the limitations presented in the methodology Sect. 2.2 considering CALIPSO
Level 2 product, much caution is required in the use and analysis of their aerosol top
layer height. The detection of the mixing layer by an automated algorithm is not easy to20

implement and can be associated with considerable errors, e.g., if the signal intensity
is low and large statistical fluctuations cause sharp gradients in the profile. Such an
algorithm requires the definition of threshold values (see Winker et al., 2009) and the
results also depend on data averaging and spatial resolution of the range-corrected
signals. Therefore, for the needs of the current study, smoke injection heights are25

directly calculated from Level 1 attenuated backscatter profiles at 532 nm by applying a
slope method (Pal et al., 1992) on each individual profile. In the application of the slope
method, the steep gradient in the attenuated backscatter signal – resulting from the
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high decrease in attenuated aerosol backscatter caused by lower particle concentration
and humidity above the mixing layer – has been identified in the lidar profiles. The
method is very simple and it has been used since many years (Flamant et al., 1997;
Menut et al., 1999). It is also validated against independent methods to derive the
mixing height (e.g. Kaimal et al., 1982) showing good agreement under well mixed5

conditions.
Time coincidence of CALIPSO and MODIS data is only possible for the MODIS in-

strument aboard Aqua satellite, since in that case the time difference between the over-
passes is of the order of 75 s, with Aqua preceding the CALIPSO satellite. CALIPSO
shots are then averaged within the MODIS pixel to produce the MODIS-collocated lidar10

profile. The resulted profile can be very noisy, especially during daytime acquisitions,
allowing only poor retrievals of layer products using the slope method. While high signal
to noise ratio (SNR) is required for the slope method to function properly, CALIPSO’s
orbital velocity of ∼7 km/sec combined with the need to retrieve feature boundaries of
the aerosol layers at high vertical and horizontal resolutions allows only minimal spa-15

tial averaging. To overcome SNR constrains, a 5 km spatial averaging centered in the
MODIS (1×1 km) fire pixel has been applied in addition to vertical moving average
at a window frame of 400 m. Following our approach, the collocation could be highly
inaccurate under these assumptions, giving false results when MODIS products are
compared with CALIPSO ones. However, no significant changes have been found on20

the shape of aerosol layers between the correctly collocated 1 km horizontally aver-
aged CALIPSO profiles and the 5 km profiles centered in the MODIS pixel. This can
be attributed to the possible horizontal distribution of smoke around the fire pixel for
our cases, or to the existence of fire pixels in an area extended on the neighbour of the
fire pixel under study, resulting in dispersed smoke in a wide area over the CALIPSO25

overpass.
To compare our approach with CALIPSO’s algorithm aerosol layer Level 2 (Version

2.01) retrievals and to additionally demonstrate our methodology for the calculation
of smoke injection heights, we present two examples from our dataset in Fig. 3. In
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both examples, the vertical profile of the CALIPSO attenuated backscatter coefficient
at 532 nm (horizontally averaged at 5 km), are centered in the MODIS pixel. Addition-
ally, the bottom and top heights of the aerosol layers detected by CALIPSO’s Level 2
(Version 2.01) product are presented with horizontal lines. In the first case of 15 Au-
gust 2006 (Fig. 3a), the aerosol layer is well captured by CALIPSO algorithm and the5

Level-2 automatic calculations are consistent with the results of our slope method, giv-
ing an aerosol top height of the order of 2700 m. Following our method, the minimum of
the derivative (right panel) is considered as the smoke injection height for the fire pixels
detected by MODIS. In the second example presented in Fig. 3b (16 August 2008), the
CALIPSO’s aerosol layer product reports 3 aerosol layers. Considering that the only10

potential aerosol source for the pixel examined is the fire detected by MODIS, the iden-
tification of 3 distinct aerosol layers is not consistent with the attenuated backscatter
profile reported for the same day and time, where only one layer is visible from the
surface up to about 4.5 km (left panel). The slope method (right panel) reports a mini-
mum in the derivative at the height of 4540 m, which coincides with the top of the third15

layer reported by CALIPSO. Considering our scope to derive smoke injection heights,
the most reasonable choice for the Level 2 user in the second example, would be the
lower reported layer given that the smoke plume source is at the surface while the ele-
vated second or third layers would be interpreted as advected air masses from remote
sources. However, and as the Level 1 profile indicates, a vertical homogeneous distri-20

bution is found up to the upper limit of the most elevated layer, thus, the Level 2 user
would have eventually used a false injection height from CALIPSO level-2 product, 2 km
instead of 4.5 km. Level 2 layer product found to both underestimate or overestimate
injection heights retrieved by the slope method in our dataset.

After the demonstration of the cases that CALIPSO Level 2 product fails to esti-25

mate top layer height, we here present some basic statistics, also including a com-
parison between Level 2, Version 2.01 versus Version 3.01 new released products
(Fig. 4). The regression analysis between the slope method top layer height and the
Level 2, Version 2.01 CALIPSO product (Fig. 4a) depicts that in general the CALIPSO
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algorithm underestimates the top layer height, in analogy to our second example shown
in Fig. 4b. In particular, we use the window frame of 400 m (WF400) to quantify the
agreement between the two derived top layer heights. This height coincides with the
vertical averaging window used to Level 1 profiles for the application of the slope
method and is additionally considered as an acceptable measure of agreement be-5

tween the methods compared. Thus, the CALIPSO algorithm succeeds to reproduce
exactly the top layer height in 50% of the cases, while another 17% lies within ±1
WF400, resulting to an overall 67% agreement. The rest includes 24% cases of under-
estimation and 9% cases of overestimation. The ±3 WF400 level (1200 m) is exceeded
in 11% of the cases where we have significant disagreement between the two meth-10

ods, following the same proportion between under – and over – estimation. In Fig. 4b it
is shown that part of the above general underestimation of top layer height is corrected
with the use of Version 3.01. The two versions of the CALIPSO algorithm give exactly
the same height in 62% of the cases, and if we retain the same statistical limits of
±1 WF400 another 24% shows good agreement, summing up to 86%. However, the15

correlation with the slope method does not improve (not shown), and this is because
the cases that the Version 3.01 algorithm corrects upwards, do not coincide with the
cases of underestimation of the slope method by Version 2.01 data. In particular, the
Version 3.01 versus the slope method compared to Version 2.0, removes a 15% of the
cases from the exact agreement and at the same time adds 17% to the ±1 WF40020

area, retaining similar overall agreement (69%) as before. Another 7% is missing from
the below −1 WF400 area and the respective increase is seen to the area above +1
WF400. Overall, either Version 3.01 or Version 2.01 should be used with caution since
in 1 out of 4 cases the disagreement is more than 400 m and in 1 out of 10 is more
than 1200 m.25

After the calculation of the aerosol top height from CALIPSO’s profiles with the slope
method, for a total of 163 fire hot spots detected by MODIS (fire confidence greater than
80%), we found that the smoke injection height ranged between 1677 m and 5940 m
above sea level, having a mean value of 3077±951 m. The frequency distribution for
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our dataset, binned in 500 m height intervals is presented in Fig. 5. Labonne et al.,
(2007), using CALIPSO data for summer 2006 over Eastern Europe found a similar
range for the top height of the aerosol layers, ranging from 1.5 to 6 km. This range is
the largest globally, as reported in this study.

3.3 Smoke injection in respect to fire intensity and mixing height5

Taking into account the large range of injection heights for the studied area, we have
tried to investigate the relation between the FRP and the CALIPSO retrieved injection
height. The injection heights from CALIPSO used for this comparison are corrected
to refer to the surface elevation instead of sea level, for consistency with FRPs which
refer to surface fires. This correction could be significant in case of profound orography.10

However, the exact surface elevation levels of the points included in Fig. 6, taken by the
Digital Elevation Model used by CALIPSO at the lidar footprint (GTOPO30 digital ele-
vation map), vary between 0 and 196 m (mean = 125 m, standard deviation = 65 m),
and this is rational since we are dealing with agricultural fires initiated in crop fields
which are mostly located at non-elevated terrains. Disregarding horizontal transport15

processes but also the vertical thermal profile of the lower atmosphere (boundary layer
and the lower free troposphere), one would expect that the main driver of the fire smoke
would be the convection by the fire heat, and thus, higher values of injection heights
should be expected for higher FRPs. A simple scatter plot between FRP and injec-
tion height (not shown here), showed enhanced dispersion of the values, especially for20

edge values of FRP (very low or very high). Hence the data are disaggregated into
well separated bins so that an adequate number of data pairs are included in each one
of the bins (80% of the FRP values in our data set lies in the range 10–40). Follow-
ing these criteria we have ended up to the following FRP bins: <10, 10–15, 15–20,
20–30, 30–40, >40, each bin represented by the average FRP value and the median25

injection height (medians are preferred to minimize the influence by injection height
outliers). Results are shown in Fig. 6. For the range 10<FP<40, a tendency of in-
creasing injection height with FRP is depicted. In all cases the interquartile range of
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injection heights per bin is about 1 km, demonstrating our limitations in estimating pre-
cise injection height for a given FRP value. However, given that the injection height is
a very crucial parameter for smoke dispersion models, the calculated regression line
can quite well represent the relation between FRP and injection height, for mid lati-
tudes. The intercept of the line (no fire) is typical of summer boundary layer heights5

for the area of our interest. The situation is more complex for edge values of FRP. In
particular, for FRP<10, we find a disperse range of injection heights mostly between 2
and 4 km. This is probably due to the fact that the smoke injection height, in such low
intensity fires, is driven by the meteorological conditions rather than the fire itself. Sur-
prisingly, for FRP>40, the injection height presents a plateau which is below the height10

for lower FRP. This cannot be explained by horizontal wind speed which shows slow
advection for the whole range of FRP values of the current data set, as no significant
anti-correlation between horizontal wind speed and injection heights is revealed. It is
most likely that MODIS retrievals of FRP in this graph area cannot be entirely trusted
due to the presence of dense smoke above the fire area (Kahn et al., 2007).15

From the fire cases examined in this paper, we further investigate the range of
aerosol top height CALIPSO retrievals by comparing our retrievals with the mixing
layer height analyses taken from the ECMWF model, to identify the cases of smoke
injection within or above PBL. These comparisons for the studied area and for the fire
seasons of the years between 2006 to 2008, are presented in Fig. 7. In both Fig. 7-left20

and 7-right, near-synchronous ECMWF/CALIPSO measurements are selected. The
overpass times of CALIOP and MODIS instruments over the area of study (due to or-
bit adjustments and geographical area extent) varies between 10:00 and 10:26 UTC
for CALIOP/CALIPSO and 10:30 and 10:55 UTC for MODIS/AQUA. According to the
abovementioned times, the time difference between the pairs of satellite/model data25

used in our comparisons, taking into account the use of 12:00 UTC ECMWF analysis
data, ranges between 1 h/5 m and 2 h. The only analyses ECMWF BLH fields are from
00:00 and 12:00 UTC. Hence the ECMWF data used for this study refer only to the
analyses fields for BLH at 12:00 UTC, which is the closest in time available analyses
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BLH data to the overpasses. All the other ECMWF products for BLH refer to forecasted
fields which are not used in this study.

In the left panel of Fig. 7, all the near-synchronous (12:00 UTC) CALIPSO aerosol
top heights and ECMWF mixing layer heights are presented, showing a very good
agreement (correlation coefficient equal to 0.952) when the MODIS fire confidence is5

less than 80%, indicating no fire incident or small scale fires. This indicates that for
the small scale fires, the smoke injection height is deterred by BLH of the ambient
atmosphere. For MODIS fire confidence greater than 80% (Fig. 7, right panel), the
correlation coefficient drops to 0.517. This decrease for the cases with fire confidence
greater than 80% may have several plausible reasons listed below:10

a) In presence of strong fire activity the smoke particles can be directly injected
well above the PBL height into the free troposphere, and this could be a possible
explanation of the greater values of CALIPSO’s aerosol top heights compared
with those of ECMWF’s mixing heights.

b) The strong fire activity may increase the thermal instability of the ambient lower15

atmosphere thus inducing an increase of the PBL height, a fact which is not cap-
tured by the ECMWF model. This can be due to the fact that the assimilation of
the ECMWF model does not take into account the strong updrafts generated by
the fires for the calculation of the mixing height.

c) It could be a combination of both previous explanations.20

In Fig. 8, the frequency distribution of the differences between the CALIPSO aerosol
top height and ECMWF’s estimated mixing height is presented. It is evident that for the
163 cases of fire hot spots examined with fire confidence greater than 80%, the 51.5%
of the cases were found to lie within the PBL. For the 48.5% of the cases examined,
the smoke has injected directly into the free troposphere according to our calculations.25

The smoke reached heights above the mixing layer of the order of 0.5 km for 20.8%
of the cases, 1 km for 10.4% of the cases and between 1.5 and even 3.0 km for the
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17.3% of the cases. We additionally mention here that the possibility that the layers
detected by CALIPSO in higher altitudes might be a result of atmospheric transport
than direct injection is not considered strong, since the profiles analyzed show a ver-
tical homogeneity which is mainly attributed to strong convection and corresponding
vertical mixing processes. No lifted layers have been observed in the total of 163 pro-5

files examined. In their study for the year 2006, Labonne et al. (2007), reported that the
smoke from the fires in Eastern Europe is often contained within the mixing layer, but
the authors report also a large number of cases where the smoke extends well above
the ECMWF diagnosed top height. Direct injection of smoke in high free-tropospheric
altitudes have been reported in the past for biomass burning events in mid and high10

latitude (Fromm et al., 1998; Jost et al., 2004). However, synoptic transport, including
moist convection, cannot be ruled out and a further investigation would require atmo-
spheric transport modeling.

4 Summary and conclusions

The initial injection height of smoke aerosol generated by fires over SW Russia and15

Eastern Europe during the biomass burning season, for the years between 2006 and
2008, has been investigated using the synergy of CALIPSO and MODIS satellite sen-
sors. CALIPSO derived injection heights for the location of fires (pointed by MODIS
fire products) found to be extremely variable, ranging from 1.6 and 5.9 km for the area
of our interest. Injection heights for the 163 fires examined, showed a tendency to20

increase with increased FRP MODIS product which is indicative of the fire intensity,
especially in the FRP range between 10 and 40 MW. Edge values of FRP (<10 and
>40 MW) did not follow this dependence. For large fires, the MODIS FRP product can-
not be entirely trusted due to the presence of dense smoke above the fire area, while
less intense fires (FRP<10 MW) are not affecting significantly the aerosol top height25

which is probably driven by thermodynamic boundary layer processes.
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For the analysis of the smoke injection height in relation to the mixing layer thickness,
ECMWF model estimations of the mixing layer height have been used for the hot spots
analyzed in this paper. For the cases of fires with low intensity (or no fires), corre-
sponding to fire confidence lower that 80%, data strongly support that biomass burning
plumes are injected within the mixing layer, as diagnosed by the ECMWF short-range5

forecast. However, for the 163 cases of fires under study in this paper (with fire confi-
dences greater that 80% according to MODIS), data indicated also cases when smoke
penetrates in the free troposphere. Approximately 50% of the cases examined showed
that the smoke reached heights above the mixing layer. The atmospheric transport
of smoke from distant sources for the cases reported here is not considered strong,10

since the CALIPSO profiles analyzed showed a vertical homogeneity which is mainly
attributed to strong convection above the fire locations and corresponding vertical mix-
ing processes. However, the local direct injection of smoke at free tropospheric heights
can have large impact in longer distances. Similar arguments considering the use of
CALIPSO vertical homogeneity to attribute the smoke presence to local fires can be15

relevant for other areas with large fires (e.g. Amazon, Africa, and Australia).
CALIPSO lidar show a lot of advantages for smoke injection height studies. Future

work including the synergy of CALIPSO and MISR sensors could be a potential method
for most accurate geometrical characterization of smoke plumes. Additional modeling
tools for atmospheric transport calculations, including moist convection, can be syn-20

ergistically used to provide parameterizations of biomass burning plumes in general
circulation models.
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FIGURES 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

Fig. 1. Active fires as seen by MODIS during July and August 2006, 2007, 2008 for the Western
Russian and Eastern Europe area. CALIPSO overpasses during the same time period are
superimposed.
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Figure 2 

 

Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of ECMWF wind speed analyses at 850 hPa for the times and
locations of fires under study over the Western Russian and Eastern Europe during July and
August 2006, 2007, 2008.
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Figure 3 

Fig. 3. Examples of CALIPSO Level-1 attenuated backscatter profiles at 532 nm and the cor-
responding Level-2 aerosol layer product (left panels) and the profiles of the corresponding
first derivative of the attenuated backscatter coefficient (right panels) at 15 August 2006 (upper
panels) and 16 August 2008 (lower panels).
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Figure 4 
Fig. 4. (a) Scatter plot of aerosol top layer heights derived from CALIPSO Level 2, Version 2.01
product versus the slope method. (b) Comparison between Version 2.01 and Version 3.01 of
the Level 2 CALIPSO layer product. The red continuous lines represent the 1:1 relationship
while the regression line is shown in blue. The gray area limited by the red dashed lines
represents the window frame of 400 m (WF400) applied for the slope method and the green
dotted lines accounts for 3 WF400.
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Figure 5 

Fig. 5. Frequency distribution of the aerosol top height binned in 500 m height intervals, as
retrieved by CALIPSO over the Western Russian and Eastern Europe during July and Au-
gust 2006, 2007, 2008.
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Figure 6 

 

Fig. 6. Scatter-plot of binned data of Fire Power versus smoke Injection Height. For the range
10<FP<40, each point represents the average FP versus the median injection height, while
the gray area represents the interquartile range of the injection heights distribution. The solid
line is the linear regression line for the range 10<FP<40 (values after ± are the standard error
of the estimated parameter). For FP range <10 and >40, whisker boxes are shown: the box
height is limited between the 1st and the 3rd quartiles, the internal line is the median while the
open square stands for the average, the error bars are the minimum and maximum values of
injection height. The width of the box is proportional to the standard deviation of the FP bin
values.
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Figure 7 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of aerosol top height derived by CALIPSO with mixing layer height from
ECMWF model for fire confidence less than 80% (left panel) and greater than 80% (right panel).
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Figure 8 

 

Fig. 8. Frequency distribution of the differences between CALIPSO derived smoke injection
height and ECMWF’s mixing layer height for the cases with fire confidence greater than 80%.
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